In this paper we consider a singularly perturbed Markov Decision Process with the limiting average cost criterion. We assume that the underlying process is composed of n separate irreducible processes, and that the small perturbation is such that it "unites" these processes into a single irreducible process. This structure corresponds to the Markov chains admitting "strong and weak interactions" that arises in many applications, and was studied by a number of authors (e.g., see Delebecque and Quadrat [5] In Section 2 we introduce the formulation and some results given by Bielecki and Fi1a.r [2] of the underlying control problem for the singula.rly perturbed MDP; the so-called "limit Markov Control Problem'' (limit MCP). In particular these authors proved that an optimal solution to the perturbed MDP can be approximated by an optimal solution of the limit MCP for sufficiently small perturbation.
In this paper we consider a singularly perturbed Markov Decision Process with the limiting average cost criterion. We assume that the underlying process is composed of n separate irreducible processes, and that the small perturbation is such that it "unites" these processes into a single irreducible process. This structure corresponds to the Markov chains admitting "strong and weak interactions" that arises in many applications, and was studied by a number of authors (e.g., see Delebecque and Quadrat [5] , Phillips and Kokotovic [13] , Coderch et al. [3] , Kokotovic [lo] , Schweitzer [15] and 1161, Rohlicek and Willsky [14] , and Aldhaheri and Khalil [I] ). Our results can also be viewed as a continuation of a line of research initiated by Schweitzer [I51 in 1968. In Section 2 we introduce the formulation and some results given by Bielecki and Fi1a.r [2] of the underlying control problem for the singula.rly perturbed MDP; the so-called "limit Markov Control Problem'' (limit MCP). In particular these authors proved that an optimal solution to the perturbed MDP can be approximated by an optimal solution of the limit MCP for sufficiently small perturbation.
In Sectioii 3 we demonstrate tha.t the above limit Markov Control Problem ca.n be solved by a suitably constructed linear program.
In Section 4 we construct an algorithm for solving the limit Markov Control Problem based on the policy improvement method. Recently we learned that this algorithm is similar to one given by Pervoewnskii and Gaitsgori [12] . However, these authors did not explicitly consider the limit Markov Control Problem, and worked only in t,he smaller class of deterministic strategies.
Definitions and Preliminaries
A disrret,e Markovian Decision Process (MDP, for short) is obserwd a.t t,iine points t = 0, I, 2 , . . . With every A E IT we shall associate the following quantities:
. ( The "classical" limiting average Markov Decision problem is the optimization problem: Find x 0 E lI such that
A stra.tegy K O satisfying the above will be called optimal. It is well known that there always exists an optimal deterministic policy and there is a number of finite algorithms for its computation (e.g., Dena.rdo [6] , Derman (71, Kallenberg [8] ).
In this paper we shall assume that: 
is called the singularly perturbed MDP.
P -( n ) = E M ( T )
Denoting by P;(T) the ergodic projection at infinity corresponding to P f ( x ) we define the overall performance index resulting from the use of x E II by:
wlter'c h zs an N x n matrix with entries:
The optimal value function Jc corresponding to rL is given by:
for s = 1 , 2 , , . , , N and j = 1 , 2 , . . . ,n, and M ( r ) is an n x N matriz with entries: of gelleralit,Y in omitting t,he argument s in the above, and writing simply J F ( r ) , a n d \7< respectively. We now recall from 121 the analysis of the limiting behavior of Jc as E goes to zero and the validity of the so called limit control I' are perturbed slightly, Towards this goal we shall define a certain limit optimization problem, to be defined in sequel, is &optimal in l?, for any S > 0 and for E sufficiently small. 
We now consider the situation where the transition probabil-principle in the present framework, that is, an Optimal strategy in ities the disturbance law as the set:
For each E let us define the matrix B(*) by:
is a gmerator of a Markov chain for any E 5 €0. We note that by Remark 2.1 B(n) is a generator of an "aggregated" Markov chain on a state space 9 '%' {1,2,. . . ,n). (2 I ) and (2 2) we have that every T E 11 induces in the pertion matrix turbed I,rocess r, the Markov Chain with the probability transi-Now let P*(.) denote the ergod1c projection at infinity ing to B(T), for each A E II Define, for r E II, an N x N matrix: P*(7r) = E P * ( n ) M ( s ) .
(2.4)
From Delebecque (41 Theorem 3, and the results of Kat0 [9], chapter 11, Rielecki and Filar [Z] obtained an asymptotic result stated
The most important structural assumption of this paper is stated in 
& := [ P~( A ' ) ]~A ' ( S , a ) ; (3, a ) E Si x A ( s )
We shall now rewrite the objective function of (L) (with the help of (2.4) and structural assumptions) as: It can be easily checked that with T as above we have: for every s E S, where xi = T-'(A').
Y ( A )
Recall that p ' ( r ) is the unique solution of the system ofequations: 
(3.5)
Note that U(r) := M ( r ) D ( a ) E is an n x n matrix whose (i, j ) -th entry is:
d ,~, (~~) . (3.6) dESj sES;
Nos-using (3.2) we see that with x i := T-'(a') for each i = 1 , 2 , . . . ~ n, we have:
7)
s'€Sj aESi aEA(s) where x = ( x l , x z , . . . ,x").
following nonlinear programming problem ( N L ) :
, we are now led to consider the Subject to:
(ii) ai 2 0, i = 1,2,. . . , n, and (iii) aTI,'(x) = oT. Note that we have:
(3.14)
From (3.8) and (3.13) we have: It follows that for all i E F ( z ) , Since T is bijective, there exists a strategy ri in l ' ; such that Now (3.9) and (3.14) imply that for all j = 1 , 2 , . . . ,n:
where aT = ( a l , a z , .
. . , a n ) and r = ( r ' ,~' , . , , , A " ) .
Thus aTit4(r)(D(r) -t b ) E = aT since M (~) I N E = I,, which ie
the same as a T P ( r ) = 2.
From the definitions of a; we have by (3.10):
and by (3.11) a; 2 0 for i = 1 , . . . ,n.
Now we have:
aTP(7r) = aT n Eai = 1; a;>O; i = l , ..., n.
i=l
But P ( r ) is irreducible, hence all a; must be positive, and thus we have a. contradiction. Therefore F ( z ) must be empty.
0
Theorem 3. 2 If % is an optimal solution of (P), then (%, &) is an optimal solution of ( N L ) . Where
Proof: By Lemma 3.1, x is well defined. Also, from the proof of Lemma 3.1, it follows that (x,&) is a feasible solution in (NL).
To prove that (2, &) is optimal in ( N L ) , let (x, a ) be any feasible solution in (NL) and define z by zt, := xfaa;; i = 1 , . . . ,n; a E Si; a E A ( s ) . Note that a is feasible for ( P ) , and we have:
f:
Next we shall show that an optimal deterministic strategy for the limit Markov Control Problem (L) can be constructed from an extreme optimal solution of the linear programming problem (P). ( f ) . Therefore f must be an optimal solution for the problem (AL), since the problem (AL) has an optimal deterministic strategy (Remark 2.5 and Theorem 3.3). Now from Remark 2.5 we conclude that f is an optimal strategy for the problem (L).
R e m a r k 4. [ Y ] ) Kallenberg [8] ).
The "standard" policy improvement algorithm for the aggregated MDP i=' can be stated as follows:
Step 1: Select an arbitrary deterministic strategy f. 
SES,
where a = {a, 1 s E Si},
Step 3. Find a deterministic strategy j that satisfies:
